Dear Jack: Good letter from you. Change attitude becomes of you. I can't write much because I can't see much. But the eye will be all right in time. Just, later on long, E. P.'s face and mental and write as I want.

Suggestion: When you send stuff is for identification ask for advice on mailing. Most of these people have written separates and they may well send them to you. Even our letters to be a label. Yes, much more as I can.

your, John Stanier.
Dear Jack:

Good letter from you. Changed attitude becomes you. I can’t write much because I can’t see much. But the eye will be all right in time. Just takes a long, tiresome time and I can’t read or write as I wish.

Suggestion - when you send stuff in for identification, ask for advice on material. Most of these people have written separates and they may well send them to you. Everyone likes to be heard.

I’ll write more as I can.

Yours;

John Steinbeck